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LIVE SAT, FEB 24
THOMAS LANG LIVE!
9:00 AM PT 

F O U N D E R ' S  D O W N B E A T      Hi, I hope your year is off to a great start and the New Year’s
resolutions are still working. If one of them is to become a better
drummer, and I hope it is, I thought it would be important to talk about
the three “P’s.”
     We often talk about what’s happening this month, but things happen
throughout a drummer's lifetime that make them great drummers. They
are Passion, Practice, and Patience. 
     More than any other instrument, most drummers can tell you the
moment they wanted to become a drummer. It could be hearing their
favorite song or seeing their favorite band, and it became their passion.
     What has to go along with your passion is practice. There are no
shortcuts. Most drummers and students excel in one or more of these
areas - technique, independence, reading, or overall performance.  
     Next is patience, and I might throw in perseverance. Both are
important attributes as you pursue your career, whether it’s playing at
home for fun, getting into a band, or becoming a pro. Expect to have
times when you “hit the wall” as you practice. Sometimes, you might
feel like you are just not going to get it or get it faster, and then you
break through that barrier, which is one of the greatest feelings in the
world.  
     The reason I started Drum Channel was to memorialize teaching
concepts that had been proven and used by some of the greatest
drummers in the world. They will help you challenge yourself and break
through those barriers. 
     I always look forward to any comments you might have. 

   Don Lombardi

STREAMS

EXCLUSIVE PARTNERSHIP - As a valued Drum Channel member, we’re thrilled to present an exclusive
collaboration with Roland Cloud to all Drum Channel members. Whether you’ve been part of the DC family
for years or are just getting started, you can now access a complimentary 3-month Ultimate membership on
Roland Cloud (USD 49.99 value). 

Included in Roland Cloud Membership:

Zenbeats DAW - Record, edit, arrange, and playback audio and MIDI in the studio or on the go.
Jam Tracks - Multi-track songs to load into your DAW and use royalty-free.
Loops and Samples - Thousands of additional sounds to use in compatible hardware or your DAW.
Virtual Instruments - A vast collection of legendary Roland instruments and drum machines. 

SAT, FEB 17
THOMAS LANG LIVE!
9:00 AM PT 

SAT, FEB 10
THOMAS LANG LIVE!
9:00 AM PT 

SAT, FEB 03
THOMAS LANG LIVE!
9:00 AM PT 
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"Ramon Montagner is a true innovator who is
pushing the boundaries of contemporary
drumming. Ramon invented a completely new
technique and applies it in an incredibly
musical and creative way, combining his
radical new technical approach with
established drumming concepts. He is a true
master and completely unique in today’s
drumming scene.”
                                                - Thomas Lang

ramon montagnerramon montagnerramon montagner

Exploring Push Pull, Dual Grip and Slide TechniqueExploring Push Pull, Dual Grip and Slide Technique  
with Ramon Montagnerwith Ramon Montagner    joined by Thomas Lang.joined by Thomas Lang.masterclass:masterclass:masterclass:

drum solodrum solodrum solo

"Ramon is someone
that is a true master of
the drums. His
musicality and
creativity continue to
push the art of
drumming forward. His
exploration of
technical innovation is
absolutely wonderful."
               - Johnny Rabb

Ramon Montagner is celebrated as one of Brazil's most innovative drummers with a career
spanning over 25 years. Beyond releasing authorial albums and textbooks, he has been an integral
part of numerous recording projects through the years, while offering classes and workshops
worldwide. Ramon has a BA in Popular Music, a degree in History, and a postgraduate degree in
Psycholinguistics.  Ramon has solidified his presence in the drumming industry, exemplifying
excellence in drumming and percussion with endorsements from Meinl Cymbals and Percussion,
TAMA Drums, Evans Drumheads, Promark Drumsticks, and Torelli e Gavazzi Case. Get ready to
be inspired by Ramon’s exclusive Masterclass, drum solo, and performances on Drum Channel!

In this 55-minute Masterclass, Ramon is joined by Thomas Lang.
Together, they explore the range of hand techniques Ramon has
developed and incorporated into his playing. 

They explore the Dual Grip and Slide Technique, created by
Ramon, and the Push Pull Technique.  

Throughout the discussion, Ramon illustrates each application in a
musical context, showcasing their versatility across various
Brazilian styles and more. 

You will learn how these techniques became integral to Ramon’s
musical expression, allowing him to play at incredible speeds with
great sound and control, all while utilizing economy of motion. 

Grab some sticks! Class is in session!
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Favorite Vacation Destination?  
The city where I was born - Campinas, São Paulo

When are you the most creative (morning or night)?
Generally, in the afternoon.

Dream Collaboration?
I would love to play with Pat Metheny (if I had the level to do it!) and Sting. As far as
collaborating with drummers goes, I would love to play with Alex Acuña, Benny Greb, or Jojo
Mayer! 

If you weren’t a drummer, which instrument would you focus on? 
Piano - I play it a little.

Favorite Song to Play?  
“ESCUDO” from my latest EP, recently released.

Starbucks Order?
Double espresso without sugar.

Favorite Food?  
Japanese food

Favorite Treat?  
To read in a quiet place while drinking a good coffee. 

What time do you go to bed?
Generally at midnight.

Words of wisdom to share with young, upcoming drummers?
Pursue your dream with patience, discipline, and humility, respecting your elders on the road.

Book Recommendations?
Autobiographical Reflections, by Eric Voegelin, and The Idiot, by Fyodor Dostoevsky

Q & A WITH



PRACTICE ROOM
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bonus performancesbonus performancesbonus performances

“Proof”

“Braba Que Só Ela”

“Essa Ainda Tá Sem Nome”

“Entretantos E Finalmentes”
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JAY

Jay Weinberg is an American musician and drummer best known for his role as the drummer for
the rock band Slipknot. You may also be familiar with Jay’s dad, Max Weinberg, the longtime
drummer for Bruce Springsteen's E Street Band. Winner of countless awards, including “Best
Metal Drummer” five times by MusicRadar, and “Best Metal Drummer” and “#1 Rock Drummer” in
Modern Drummer’s 2017, 2020, 2022, and 2023 Readers Polls, Jay is metal’s drum hero. His
talents extend far beyond the kit, however. In the world of music and beyond, Jay Weinberg
stands out not only for his exceptional drumming but also for his creative spirit, generosity, and
dedication to making a difference. Please enjoy excerpts from Jay’s Lombardi Live! interview with
Don Lombardi. You can watch the entire interview here!

WEINBERG

Your double bass chops are amazing. What is your practice routine for building that
endurance?
It's nothing that would necessarily blow people's minds other than just staying consistent
and having a practice schedule or a routine that allows me to identify the things that I like to
work on - the things that get my blood going, especially on a show day. 
A lot of it is staying limber. One thing I didn’t realize until my mid-20s was how much
hydration is such a key part of drumming. If I'm not well hydrated at the end of the night, I
feel like my arms and legs are cement blocks, and I can hardly move them correctly. 

A consistent routine of mine is warming up to the metronome, starting out slow and ramping
up from, let’s say, 110bpm 16th notes all the way up to 200 or something like that. Some
guys go crazy, like 500 beats per minute. That's not the music that I play. I admire that talent,
but the double bass that I play suits my style and the history of Slipknot's music, and that’s a
necessity that's there. So, practice, keep those chops up, and keep that consistency up.

It’s also important to understand the know-how of doing this stuff and meeting that with
your ambitions as a musician, along with your energy and tenacity, because so much of what
we do is very instinctual and emotionally driven. It’s not necessarily mathematically driven
like a lot of modern metal. Ours is more from the gut and the heart, so it's very raw and 
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rough around the edges. It's one of those things where you try to bring your technical
proficiency and vibe together, making for something engaging and exciting to listen to.

What age were you when you started playing the drums?
I started playing drums when I was 14 years old, in my freshman year of high school. That’s
when I began to really identify with the subculture of music in metal, punk rock, and
hardcore. I wanted to be in a band. I wanted to be around bands. That's when that really
started for me. Obviously, you know, with my father being a drummer and being on tour with
them a lot when I was younger, I had exposure to musicianship at a high caliber. But it wasn't
until the Ramones and punk rock really stripped everything down to raw energy that
translated something to me. 

Drums weren’t your first instrument, right?
You're right. I started on guitar when I was about nine. The thing was, though, at the time, I
didn't want to take lessons. I was swamped with schoolwork, and I wanted to have
something other than additional schoolwork in my music after school. So, I started on guitar
because I was really drawn to the instrument. But then, taking lessons, I said, “Ah, it's just like
school. I don't want to do it.” So when it came time to play the drums, even though I had a
fantastic teacher in my dad, who showed me many things off the kit, I didn’t want to take
lessons. I said, “I just want to do this for myself. I want to teach myself by playing along to
the Ramones, Metallica, and Slayer, and teach myself what I love about this music,” which
was similar to his experience. That freedom allowed me to discover what I wanted to do with
the instrument myself. 

My dad said I'll let you teach yourself on one condition. You have to practice to a metronome
and keep really good time. He didn't want his son to be a drummer out in the world with bad
time and have it reflect on him like, “Oh, what happened to your kid? He doesn't keep good
time.” So that was our deal. He said you can play along to your Ramones and Mastodon
records, but you must practice to a metronome and understand what pocket and groove are
and what keeping a sensible and responsible meter is. That was a huge part of his career as
well. 
I think his plan really took off in the late ‘70s, maybe in the early '80s, when he started
working with a metronome. They would tell me stories about how my mom was a
schoolteacher and would come home and hear the metronome from the driveway because
that was my dad finding what it meant to have a responsible meter for the music you're
playing. And that transcends all genres. My dad and I play very different genres, but we share
a commonality in wanting to keep that responsible meter for our bandmates because that's
what makes impactful music. If you're all over the place, you start to lose the plot.

Do you use a click track with the band? 
We don't use a metronome live. Often, we'll build songs in the studio with a metronome with
a tempo map, even as we're analyzing the granular changes in a song. For example, maybe it
should dip in one or two BPM in this part; let’s see what that feels like and if that gives the
riff or the cadence of the vocal more of a feel for what we're looking to do. It's a helpful tool. 
On our album, We Are Not Your Kind, which came out four years ago, we practiced those
songs from start to finish. We had vocals in mind with it, and we were able to get a sense of
the whole song as a composition. And then, once we felt comfortable, we would throw the
metronome away. We would remember those kinds of shifts like, “Oh, really lean back into 



the pocket in this part, really charge forward in this part." And then that gives the push and
pull we have with each other on stage because we don't use a metronome live on stage.
I think we like capturing what we call the show’s temperature, the specific volume of that
night. So we're really catering to the experience that we're all sharing. It's a one-of-one
moment. You're not going to see another show quite like it. Even if you come to two shows
in a row, they will be somewhat different. That’s the impact we're trying to deliver on
unsuspecting audiences.

I have the guitar players quite loud in my in-ear monitors during a show. We're blessed with
two of the best guitar players in our band who’ve ever walked the earth, but they're
incredibly different players. Mick, who's on my left, is a very death metal, intensely
metronomic player. You can hear the articulation in every note. It's very intense and rigid in a
good way, where it delivers a very different sound attack. Jim, who's on my right,
compliments that in a really great way, with a lot of dancing around those notes and more
fluidity in his playing. So there are two incredible styles together in one band, and I fit kind of
right between the two. If I find my way in between them, it often results in a note that's a lot
fatter than if we were all just metronomically on the note together. 
We enjoy the impact that we deliver. It's a lot about listening to each other. I'm listening to
our vocalists as well in that cadence. You have to be constantly computing as you're playing,
understanding this guy's pushing, this guy's dragging, this guy's right in the middle, or
whatever. We are kind of all over the place, but that's a little bit of the charm of Slipknot. We
have all these lanes that sync up, but it's an incredibly fat kind of sonic space that we take up
because we fit around each other in artistic ways, and we take from each other's strengths in
certain ways.

More about drumming for Slipknot...

With Slipknot, we had a long history. We had been friends for 13 years or so when I
auditioned for their band. They had seen me grow up. They knew that I knew everything
about the band. When we sat down to play with each other, they said, “What songs do you
know?” I was like, “I know all of them.” I think for them, that seemed reassuring and kind of
exciting. It was like, here's a guy we don't need to teach about our band, and we don't need
to walk him by the hand and ask him to learn a bunch of stuff; he knows it. That has always
felt very important to me. 

To be a ready and active participant in this music scene is to do the homework. Enjoy the
homework of going to shows, watching the band, studying the records, understanding where
their songs come from, and the minutiae of all those things, and not with the expectation of
one day I'll play those songs, but just because I get the sheer joy of being a participant in this
music community. I think that having that as my day-to-day practice has led to some
interesting moments and opportunities. 
If I'm asked to come into the studio to play with somebody, I don't want to just come in the
door. I want to knock the door down. That's what I feel is my prime directive as a musician.
Maybe that was the way I was raised. I saw the intensity of the E Street band at an early age,
and that's the only way I know how to do it, and it's yielded some interesting musical
moments along the way.

Don’t miss this interview in its entirety, click here!
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In 1974, Max Weinberg was playing in pit bands for theatrical productions when he answered the
Village Voice advertisement that requested a drummer capable of playing R&B and jazz ("no Jr.
Ginger Bakers") for an immediate audition.

Weinberg had never seen the E Street Band and was unfamiliar with their material, but his skill,
acumen, and attentiveness on a run through Fats Domino's "Let the Four Winds Blow" won him
the job. His ability to take cues from Springsteen — specifically, playing a rim shot when Bruce
held up his hand to stop the band and then starting back into the song — had made a strong
impression.

Max joined the E Street Band at the same time as new pianist Roy Bittan. Dubbed "The Mighty
Max," his crisp, powerful drumming is a highlight of hits such as "Born in the U.S.A.," as well as
deeper album tracks such as "Candy's Room."

After the band's hiatus in 1989, Max worked on several projects. Beginning in 1993, he went on
to great success as the musical director and band leader for "Late Night with Conan O'Brien,"
assembling a top-flight set of musicians to form the Max Weinberg 7.

Max was featured on "Late Night" as a bandleader and a comic foil to O'Brien, particularly in the
show's sketches. When the E Street Band reunited and proceeded to tour regularly in the 2000s,
NBC allowed a special dispensation, permitting Max to take a leave of absence from the show to
go on tour.

Max's time on late-night television was also notable for sharpening his drumming. Having to play
regularly for more than 150 programs a year, accompanying icons from Tony Bennett to Isaac
Hayes, meant that Max's chops were as strong as ever. When the E Street Band reunited, his
strengths were displayed each night.

In 2014, Max was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame as a member of the E Street
Band. In 2017, shortly after the conclusion of The River Tour, he launched Max Weinberg’s
Jukebox, an interactive live music show ("it's a party, not a concert") where the program changes
nightly based on audience requests from an ever-changing song list. The repertoire emphasizes
rock and R&B classics of the '60s and '70s (plus some E Street Band favorites), but the four-piece
band does its utmost to be ready for anything the crowd throws at them. When he's not on the
road with the E Street Band, Max Weinberg's Jukebox plays 50+ shows annually. Max was
inducted into the New Jersey Hall of Fame in 2022. 

Bio from: brucespringsteen.net
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DC MUST-SEE

jr robinson
Quincy jones‘ favorite drummer

classic drum beats full course
Ft. gregg bissonette

thomas lang’s 
first cymbal

Born to run playalong
ft. elias vasquez

Playing With A Band On A Sound Track
Ft. anthony logerfo

College Auditions for drummers
ft. al velasquez 
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